
 
Part-time job to combine with studies: Animator/Storyteller - English teacher for 

children. 
 

 Payment starting from 10 euros/h (per contact hour in your bank account);  

 Everything needed for the lessons is provided; 

 No prior experience required - training for everyone on site ensured. 

 Lessons are held in Riga, Salaspils and Baldone; 
Imagine yourself one year from today: you feel confident, able to manage stress and talk in public, with 
great skills to work with children, and you have met an amazing team to work with and learn from! 
How to do that? 
First, fill out an online application form and attach your CV:  https://forms.gle/B8hFS7sN5RPvAaFB6  
Then we will meet for an online interview and for your first training and observation.  
There are three absolutely amazing advantages in this work:  

https://forms.gle/B8hFS7sN5RPvAaFB6


1.You get PAID AS A PRO starting from the first day even if this is your first experience! 
2.You get literally EVERYTHING FOR THE LESSONS, including all materials and a script, where 

and what to say and do! 
3.You get FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULE that can be adapted to your study schedule! 
4.Fill out the application form and get to know more! 

How does it look in reality? 
You hand in your available times and we offer you possible preschools to carry out our programme. 
Usually the work is in the afternoons from 15.00. 
What do we want from you? 

 Fluent English communication skills; 

 Willingness to learn and work with enthusiasm; 

 A sense of responsibility towards work and colleagues. 
Applicants with no pedagogical education or experience will be accepted on paid internship! 
Erasmus students are also welcome to apply! 
How to apply? 
Fill out an online application form and attach your CV: https://vs.edu.lv/vakances/ 
Do you still doubt? 
Watch what our staff says about this job: https://youtu.be/_Q7s4dWdVzU?feature=shared  
Rīgas 1. valodu skola provides English lessons and summer camps for children based on its own 

methodology and programme since 2008 and has offered internships to more than 60 interns locally and 
internationally. Believe us, we know what we are doing! ;) 
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